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ABSTRACT: Vertical and adiabatic excitation energies and oscillator strengths for
valence and Rydberg states of hydroxycarbene (HCOH) and methylhydroxycarbene (CH3COH) are reported. The electronic properties were computed with
equation-of-motion coupled-cluster methods with single and double substitution
methods (EOM-CCSD) and the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. The states’ characters were
analyzed by plotting natural transition orbitals (NTOs). The calculations
demonstrate that the shape, size, and energy of each Rydberg orbital are aﬀected
to varying degrees by their interaction with the ion core. Likewise, the
corresponding quantum defects reﬂect the Rydberg electron−ion core interactions.
The results reported herein, combined with previously reported calculations of the photoelectron spectrum of HCOH, should
help in designing strategies for state-selective detection of hydroxycarbenes via ionization.

1. INTRODUCTION
Singlet carbenes, with their divalent carbon and a doubly
occupied lone pair, are important reactants in synthetic
chemisty.1,2 Hydroxycarbenes, the tautomers of aldehydes,
are known to be particularly reactive and therefore are diﬃcult
to isolate and study. These carbenes have been implicated early
on in the synthesis of carbohydrates in space through
photocatalysis.3 Hydroxycarbenes have also generated much
interest as high-lying intermediates in the excited-state
dynamics of aldehydes.4,5 The simplest member of the series,
hydroxycarbene (HCOH), became the focal point of
theoretical attention over 30 years ago as a possible participant
in the unimolecular decomposition of formaldehyde.6−10 More
recent research involving the H2CO/HCOH system was
driven by experimental results that identiﬁed a roaming
mechanism in the photodissociation of formaldehyde to CO
+ H2.11−13 These experiments inspired further theoretical
work, including the generation of an accurate potential energy
surface (PES) that encompasses these two tautomers, the CO
+ H2 and H + HCO product channels, and the relevant
transition states connecting them.5,14−18 Moreover, the T1/S0
minimum energy crossing conﬁguration in formaldehyde was
found to occur at nuclear conﬁgurations similar to that of the
transition state separating ground-state cis- and trans-HCOH.16
In addition, trajectories starting from this crossing point and
terminating in CO + H2 were shown to sample the cis- and
trans-HCOH wells before ﬁnding the much deeper H2CO well
from which they eventually proceeded to products. A more
recent theoretical paper from the Bowman group treated also
tunneling from trans-HCOH to H2CO on this PES.14
Because of their high reactivity, hydroxycarbenes have been
diﬃcult to isolate for detailed studies of their photophysics and
© 2018 American Chemical Society

photochemistry. Reisler and co-workers generated HCOH in
the gas-phase photodissociation of CH2OH via the H +
HCOH channel and characterized its internal states from the
kinetic energy distributions of the H atom cofragments.19−22
They also discovered that when HCOH is produced with
suﬃcient internal energy, it undergoes decomposition either by
O−H bond cleavage or via isomerization to formaldehyde.
Schreiner and co-workers succeeded in trapping hydroxycarbene (henceforth referred to as HC) and methylhydroxycarbene (MHC) in an argon matrix, and probing them by
absorption spectroscopy.23,24 Their experiments validated the
existence of a high potential barrier to isomerization to the
respective aldehydes. Furthermore, in a joint experimental and
theoretical study, they found that the lifetimes were limited by
H atom tunneling through the barrier to form the aldehydes.
Lifetimes of 2 and 1 h were measured for HC and MHC,
respectively.23,24 The infrared (IR) vibrational spectra of HC
and MHC, reported by the same authors, were in good
agreement with a later study carried out in He nanodroplets.25
Koziol et al. computed the IR spectra of cis- and trans-HC by
accurate vibrational conﬁguration interaction calculations.26
Schreiner and co-workers carried out electronic structure
calculations of HC and MHC. The electronic energy
diﬀerences computed at the ground and S1 excited-state
geometries agreed well with their observations of the
ultraviolet (UV) absorption spectra to S1.23,24 Ionization of
HC and MHC was studied theoretically, and vertical and
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Figure 1. Molecular orbital diagram for trans-HC. The sp2 hybridized C atom orbitals are shown on the left, and the sp3 hybridized O atom orbitals
are shown on the right. LP: lone pair. LPC is the sp2 hydridized carbon orbital in the Y-direction, which does not mix with any other orbital. LPO is
formed from two of the sp3 hydridized orbitals on oxygen.

adiabatic energies were reported.27 In addition, Koziol et al.
computed the photoelectron spectra of cis- and trans-HC.28
Decarboxylation of α-keto acids such as glyoxylic acid and
pyruvic acid has proven to be a reliable source of HC and
MHC, respectively, especially for spectroscopic studies.23−25,29−32 However, challenges remain in generating,
isolating, and detecting these intermediates in the collisionless
environment of molecular beams and in studying their
dissociation dynamics. Resonance enhanced multiphoton
ionization (REMPI) detection via Rydberg states is known
to be a sensitive and state-selective detection method in
molecular beams. Hydroxycarbenes should have several
Rydberg states centered on carbon in addition to the S1 states
described above; these can be used to facilitate state-selective
REMPI detection.
In this paper we report electronic structure calculations of
electronically excited states of the ﬁrst two members of the
hydroxycarbene family, namely, the cis- and trans-isomers of
HC and MHC. We ﬁnd that above the S1 state and below the
ionization threshold, HC and MHC have several Rydberg
states. The presence of an additional methyl group in MHC
alters the charge distributions and excitation and ionization
energies in predictable ways. To aid in the qualitative
understanding of the nature of the Rydberg states and their
electron−ion core interactions, we computed also natural
transition orbitals (NTOs). Further information on the
oscillator strengths and the direction of the transition dipole
moments, which is useful in designing detection schemes, is
gained from the shapes of the orbitals involved in the
transitions and their symmetries. We discuss these orbital
shapes and how they relate to the computed excitation
energies. We end by considering possible experimental
detection schemes for HC and MHC.

reported results for HC and MHC of the excitation energies to
S1 and T1, neutral and cation geometries, cis−trans energy
gaps, and ionization energies (see Supporting Information for
some comparisons).
To assign excited-state characters, we carried out NTO
analyses of the EOM-EE-CCSD wave functions.36−39 NTOs
provide the most compact representation of the electronic
transition. The NTO analysis allows one to easily determine
the character of the transition, e.g., to distinguish between
valence and Rydberg states, identify charge-transfer states, and
assign speciﬁc character (n−n*, n−π*, etc.) to the transitions.
We used the Gabedit interface to visualize the NTOs.
We assigned valence and Rydberg characters to the excited
states by considering the symmetry of the transitions, the
character of the NTOs, and the spatial extent of the particle
orbitals [deﬁned as the expectation value of the position
operators, rx, ry, rz; and the average radius of an orbital
computed as r = (rx2 + ry2 + rz2)0.5]. We also analyzed the
Mulliken charge distributions in the ground and excited states.
To compute adiabatic excitation energies for Rydberg states,
we used the ground-state geometry of the cation, which is a
common approximation.40 For the valence states, we carried
out geometry optimizations using EOM-EE-CCSD/aug-ccpVTZ. Throughout the paper, the axis deﬁnition is the
following: X and Y lie along the long and short axes of the
molecule, respectively, and Z is perpendicular to the plane of
the molecule. All the electronic structure calculations were
carried out using Q-CHEM.41,42

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Molecular Orbital Framework, Electronic Conﬁgurations, and Relevant Geometries. The bonding in
hydroxycarbenes can be rationalized within the molecular
orbital (MO) framework shown in Figure 1 for trans-HC. (A
similar description applies to cis-HC.) The electronic
conﬁguration of HC in the ground electronic state can be
written as

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We optimized ground-state geometries of the neutral and
cationic forms of the hydroxycarbenes by MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ.
We used the equation-of-motion coupled-cluster method with
single and double substitutions (EOM-CCSD). We computed
vertical and adiabatic excitation energies, and oscillator
strengths by EOM-EE-CCSD, and ionization energies (IEs)
by EOM-IP-CCSD.33−35 The aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was
employed in all EOM calculations. Core electrons were frozen
in all calculations. Our results agree well with previously

(1sO)2 (1sC)2 (σOH)2 (σCH)2 (LPO)2 (σCO)2 (πCO)2 (LPC)2

The electronic conﬁguration of the lowest singlet and triplet
excited states is
(1sO)2 (1sC)2 (σOH)2 (σCH)2 (LPO)2 (σCO)2 (πCO)2 (LPC)1(π*CO)1
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Figure 2. Vertical excitation energies and oscillator strengths calculated using EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ for the cis- and trans-isomers of HC (left)
and MHC (right). Vertical singlet electronic energies (regular font) and oscillator strengths (bold font, square bracket) are calculated at the
ground-state optimized geometries. Vertical IE (black dashed line) and ΔEcis−trans values are also shown.

While methylene has a triplet ground state with a vertical
singlet−triplet gap of 0.2 eV,43 hydroxycarbenes have singlet
ground states resulting from the stabilizing interaction between
the 2pz orbital on carbon and the lone pair of oxygen.44 Our
calculations give vertical S−T gaps of 1.54 and 1.85 eV for HC
and MHC, respectively; the corresponding adiabatic values are
1.07 and 1.27 eV. These values agree well with previously
reported S−T gaps calculated at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVnZ
level for these carbenes (see Table S1 of the Supporting
Information).
Section I in the Supporting Information shows the
equilibrium structures of HC and MHC in their neutral, ﬁrst
excited singlet, and cationic states; these parameters agree well
with previous studies.23,24,26−28 In both carbenes, the transisomer is the most stable, and in Figure 2 we list the energy
diﬀerences between the isomers of HC and MHC, which are in
good agreement with previously published results.45,46 The cisisomers are higher in energy in both HC and MHC due to
repulsive interactions between the oxygen lone pairs and the
nonbonding carbon electrons.
3.2. Excited Electronic States. The vertical and adiabatic
electronic excitation energies of the cis- and trans-isomers of
HC and MHC, calculated by EOM-EE-CCSD, are summarized
in Table 1 and Figure 2. Here we focus on the lowest-lying (n
= 3) Rydberg states and their possible use for detection of
hydroxycarbenes. For completeness we also report in Table S2
of the Supporting Information the vertical excitation energies
and oscillator strengths of ﬁve A′ and ﬁve A″ excited singlet
states up to the ionization energy. The S1 energy of MHC is
higher than that of HC due to the destabilization of the particle
NTO (LUMO) by antibonding contributions from the C−H
bonds of methyl (see Figure 3). The optimized relaxed
geometry of S1 involves a change in the H−O−C−C/H
dihedral angle. This can be explained by considering changes
in the nodal planes and overlap of the relevant molecular
orbitals. In the planar ground-state geometry, the two ﬁlled
lone pairs orbitals on oxygen are opposite in phase to the sp2
hybridized lone pair orbitals on carbon. When the p-type
LUMO on carbon is singly occupied in the S1 state, rotation
about the CO bond axis enhances the in-phase spatial overlap
with the oxygen lone pairs, which has a stabilizing eﬀect on
S1.47 This is illustrated schematically in Figure S1 of the
Supporting Information, which shows the increased in-phase
orbital overlap in going from the Cs symmetry of S0 to the C1

Table 1. Vertical and Adiabatic Excitation Energies of
Singlet Rydberg States, Oscillator Strengths, and Quantum
Defects for HC and MHCa
state
trans-HC

cis-HC

trans-MHC

cis-MHC

a

21A′ (3s)
31A′ (3px)
41A′ (3py)
21A″ (3pz)
12A′ (IE)
21A′ (3s)
31A′ (3px)
41A′ (3py)
21A″ (3pz)
12A′ (IE)
21A′ (3s)
31A′ (3px)
21A″ (3pz)
41A′ (3py)
12A′ (IE)
21A′ (3s)
31A′ (3px)
21A″ (3pz)
41A′ (3py)
12A′ (IE)

Evert
(eV)

Eadiab
(eV)

HC
5.67
4.87
6.65
5.96
7.51
6.88
7.54
6.86
9.61
8.94
5.34
4.76
6.77
6.01
7.65
6.93
7.54
6.81
9.63
8.91
MHC
5.47
4.59
6.37
5.65
6.72
5.99
6.79
6.11
8.93
8.21
5.59
4.80
6.42
5.62
6.74
6.03
6.75
6.08
9.00
8.24

oscillator
strength

quantum
defect (δ)

0.010
0.036
0.089
0.026

1.141
0.856
0.454
0.436

0.025
0.065
0.057
0.013

1.219
0.818
0.378
0.448

0.007
0.023
0.047
0.137

1.017
0.694
0.518
0.478

0.085
0.073
0.051
0.130

1.002
0.703
0.546
0.540

Quantum defects are estimated from the Rydberg formula (see text).

symmetry of S1. The explanation for the higher S−T gap for
MHC follows the same reasoning, because T1 has the same
orbital conﬁguration as S1.
The UV absorption spectra of HC and MHC measured in
Ar matrix for the trans-isomers involve excitation to S1.23,24
The absorption spectrum of HC shows an onset at around 2.48
eV (500 nm) and a maximum at 2.90 eV (427 nm). The
authors also report calculated adiabatic and vertical excitation
energies to S1 at 2.40 eV (516 nm) and 2.99 eV (415 nm),
respectively.23 These values are in excellent agreement with the
adiabatic and vertical energies [excluding zero-point energy
(ZPE) corrections] of 2.46 eV (504 nm) and 3.05 eV (406
nm), obtained in this work. The absorption spectrum of MHC
shows an onset at around 460 nm and a maximum absorption
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Figure 3. Particle NTOs and the hole NTO (labeled HOMO) for the lowest excited states of trans-MHC (left) and trans-HC (right). Their
directional spatial extents in Å are labeled as r (rx, ry, rz). The orientation of the molecules has been kept the same in all pictures.

in relative ordering of the 3lm Rydberg energies are similar for
HC and MHC and for the cis- and trans-isomers, as discussed
below.
The excitation energies of Rydberg states of small
polyatomic molecules can be approximated by the Rydberg
formula,

at about 393 nm, and the calculated excitation energies to S1
are 2.70 eV (459 nm) and 3.38 eV (367 nm) for the adiabatic
and vertical transitions, respectively.24 They agree with our
calculations (excluding ZPE corrections) of 2.69 eV (461 nm)
and 3.4 eV (365 nm), respectively. The broad absorption
spectrum of HC shows several vibronic bands consistent with a
change in the dihedral angle.23 Moreover, the calculated
oscillator strengths for the S1 ← S0 transitions of these
carbenes are small (Figure 2 and Table 1), in agreement with
experiments.23,24 This is expected due to the poor overlap
between the ground and excited-state electronic wave
functions.
3.2.1. Cation and Rydberg States. Promotion of an
electron from the nonbonding doubly occupied HOMO
leads to a series of Rydberg states converging to the ground
state of the cation. The vertical and adiabatic excitation
energies for the n = 3 Rydberg manifold are summarized in
Figure 2 and Table 1. The energy order of the statesa lowlying valence state, followed by the 3s, 3px, and nearly
degenerate 3py and 3pz states (in increasing order of energy)
does not change in going from HC to MHC and is the same
for the cis- and trans-isomers. The electronic absorption
spectrum of these carbenes is expected to be dominated by
transitions to Rydberg states. Except for the S1 state discussed
above, no other singlet valence state was found near the n = 3
manifold. In fact, we found only one additional valence state,
close to the IE, which does not mix with these states (see Table
S2 in the Supporting Information). As expected, the IE of
MHC is lower than that of HC due to hyperconjugation with
the C−H bonds in the α-position, similar to the case for
hydroxyalkyl radicals.48
The electronic excitation energies of the trans- and cisisomers of the two carbenes are similar. The orientation of the
O−H bond appears to have a minimal, if any, eﬀect on the
charge distribution in the ion core. In contrast to the trend in
S1, the Rydberg excitation energies of MHC are lower than
those of HC. As discussed above, the lowering of the IE of
MHC is caused by hyperconjugation that leads to stabilization
of the cation.48 As a result, its Rydberg series is lower in energy
than in HC. Just the IE, however, does not explain the relative
ordering of the 3px, 3py, and 3pz states. We ﬁnd that the trends

Eex = IE −

Ryd
(n − δ)2

where Eex is the vertical excitation energy, IE is the vertical
ionization energy of the molecule, Ryd = 13.61 eV is the
Rydberg constant, n is the principal quantum number of the
excited atomic orbital, and δ is the so-called quantum defect,
which accounts for the interaction of the Rydberg electron
with the cation core. The vertical Eex energies obtained from
the EOM-CCSD calculations were used in the Rydberg
formula to obtain the δ values listed in Table 1. They represent
the strength of the interaction with the ion core and depend on
the shape and size of the ion core and the angular momentum
of the participating orbitals. Typical values are δ = 0.9−1.2 for
s states and 0.3−0.6 for p states. The quantum defect δ
depends primarily on the size and shape of the ion core, whose
geometry is similar to that of the cation. The IE of the
molecule and the geometry of its cation are both determined
by the redistribution of electron density in the ion core upon
ionization. However, one should bear in mind that in neutral
molecules Rydberg−valence interactions are common,40 and
can aﬀect the geometry and electronic structure of the excited
Rydberg state.
It is instructive to compare the δ values for the 3p Rydberg
states of HC and MHC. Compared to states of the atoms, the
Rydberg states of molecules have larger and more delocalized
ion cores. While the nodes in the 3p orbitals are still centered
on the C atom of the hydroxycarbenes, the Rydberg electron
interacts with the entire ion core, and the strength of the
electron−core interaction depends on the speciﬁc ion core
charge distribution. The 3px state is the most aﬀected because
it is exposed to the entirety of the positive charge along the C−
O−H skeleton, deﬁned here in the X direction. Indeed, the 3px
state has the highest quantum defect in both HC and MHC,
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with the largest δ value for HC. The positive charge
distribution of the 3px ion core is directed toward H (in
HC) and methyl (in MHC). However, the methyl group in
MHC carries more of the positive charge than the sole
hydrogen in HC. Naively, one would expect the additional
methyl group to have an added contribution to the charge
delocalization and thus to the quantum defect. However, two
opposing factors come into play here. While the distribution of
positive charge along several nuclei causes the Rydberg
electron to interact with charges distributed over several
atoms, as opposed to a single atom, the distribution of electron
density throughout the core also induces greater screening by
bonding and valence electrons, such as σCC. The ﬁnal outcome
is that the quantum defect of 3px is larger for HC than for
MHC. Koziol et al.49 explained the trends in quantum defects
observed in a series of substituted vinyl radicals by similar
arguments involving increased screening.
A clear distinction between Rydberg and valence orbitals is
provided by inspection of the sizes of the NTOs shown in
Figure 3. The energies and geometries of the S1 states in HC
and MHC were discussed above and illustrated by the particle
NTO (which is similar to the LUMO). The HOMO and ﬁrst
excited valence orbital are of similar size (1.2−1.3 Å radius).
The radius of the Rydberg orbitals ranges from 2.5 to 4.1 Å. It
is useful to examine how the quantum defect manifests itself in
the shapes of the Rydberg orbitals. The shapes are similar for
both isomers (except for the 3py orbital discussed below), and
therefore we use the orbitals of the trans-isomer as illustrative
examples in Figure 3. The Rydberg orbital of the 3s state, the
lowest in the series, is not as spherically symmetric as expected
for an orbital with zero orbital angular momentum. The
stronger interaction with the core reduces the size of this
orbital compared to the size of the 3p orbitals and deforms its
shape. The 3px orbital is deformed due to interactions with the
ion core along the X axis. The 3py orbitals of the trans-isomer
of HC and MHC are the most extended, because the single
electron in the excited HOMO provides additional shielding
from the positive core in the Y direction. As shown in Figure
S2 in the Supporting Information, the shapes of the py orbitals
of the cis- and trans-isomers of HC are slightly diﬀerent. This is
because the extent of the ion core in the Y direction changes
slightly with the orientation of the OH bond.
3.2.2. Detection of Hydroxycarbenes. One of the goals of
this study was to devise spectroscopic detection schemes for
hydroxycarbenes. For molecular beam studies, the most
sensitive technique is REMPI detection. Because their
geometries are similar to those of the corresponding cations,
Rydberg states often serve as intermediates in the initial
excitation, followed by an eﬃcient ionization step. Our results
show that there are no valence states close in energy to the 3p
Rydberg states. We expect only weak Rydberg−valence
couplings,40 and thus, REMPI detection via these states should
be feasible.
In order to assess the detection sensitivity, we calculated the
oscillator strengths of the transitions to the Rydberg states (see
Table 1). One can rationalize the trends in the oscillator
strength by inspection of the participating molecular orbitals.
The NTOs in Figure 3 show that the ground-state orbital
density of the lone pair on carbon is mostly distributed along
the Y axis. Therefore, it is expected that the 3py state would
have the highest oscillator strength in both HC and MHC.
This is indeed the case for trans-HC and both isomers of
MHC, where excitation to the 3py state has a much larger

oscillator strength than the other states. In cis-HC, however,
the oscillator strengths for transitions to 3py and 3px are
comparable (see Table 1).
In deciding on the feasibility of detection schemes, the
stability of the corresponding ion must be taken into account.
Previous theoretical studies of the HC cation found a barrier of
∼25 kcal/mol for H elimination reaction.9,50−52 The rearrangement barrier to the formaldehyde cation was found to be ∼50
kcal/mol. Similar studies of the MHC cation show a barrier
height of ∼40 kcal/mol for isomerization to the acetaldehyde
cation.53−55 The barriers to hydrogen dissociation and
isomerization to vinyl alcohol cation are about 30 kcal/mol.
We conclude that the cations are fairly stable to dissociation
and isomerization. The goal, therefore, is to ﬁrst reach the
Rydberg states and from there, assuming that the Rydberg ion
core geometry is similar to that of the cation, we expect
diagonal Franck−Condon factors for ionization.
An estimate of the Franck−Condon factors for excitation
from the ground to the Rydberg state can be obtained from the
calculated photoelectron spectrum of HCOH reported by
Koziol et al.28 They obtained vibronic progressions in the H−
O−C and O−C−H bends, which is expected because in the
cation the H−O−C and O−C−H angles are larger than in the
ground state due to the increased s-type hybridization on C. In
addition, the CO bond is shortened in the cation, which leads
to a progression in the CO stretch. An absorption spectrum
similar to the photoelectron spectrum is expected for the 3py
and 3pz states of HCOH, which have the smallest interactions
with the core. Although similar calculations have not been
reported for MHC, we expect a behavior similar to that of HC,
because the geometry changes upon ionization are similar to
those in HC. We believe that upon excitation to 3py,
vibrational progressions will be built on H−O−C and O−
C−H bends and the CO stretch. The spectra, of course, will
depend also on the internal energy of the generated carbenes,
but the stability of the ion and the reasonable cross sections for
excitation to the Rydberg states are promising for sensitive
REMPI detection.
Based on the data summarized in Table 1, several detection
schemes should be feasible for these carbenes. In using onecolor schemes, we prefer that the excitation would reach not
far above the ground state of the ion to avoid its dissociation.
For HC a (2 + 1) REMPI scheme via the 3py state using 330−
360 nm radiation should be feasible. Two color schemes are, of
course, also possible with several diﬀerent combinations. For
MHC, a (1 + 1+1) REMPI scheme via the S1 and 3py states
can be achieved at 364−406 nm, and looks promising.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We report calculations of excited and ionized states of the cisand trans-isomers of HC and MHC using EOM-CCSD and
focusing on low-lying Rydberg states. Vertical and adiabatic
excitation energies are reported along with the corresponding
oscillator strengths for transitions from the ground electronic
state. We describe the shapes and energy ordering of the lowlying Rydberg orbitals using NTO analysis and a simpliﬁed
molecular orbital scheme. We also discuss the interaction of
the Rydberg electrons with the ion core. Both HC and MHC
have Rydberg 3p states in the 5−8 eV range, which can be
accessed via multiphoton excitation schemes, and used for
REMPI detection of this carbenes.
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